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Yet Pan Knob has 2 primary problems, first, it can only pan to the center, so you cannot
pan to its left or right. In the first place, some serious producers such as Martin Bell use
Pan Knob to accomplish the panning effect, so his mixes pan from center to side to the

side, but to the side. This way, the mix can be mastered even better. The other problem is
that the command line does not support trimming and the user interface is very limited,

especially for those who are familiar with Ableton Live. Pan Knob also has a huge
disadvantage, which is that it doesnt allow using it as a filter, so if you want to be able to
use both Panning and Filtering simultaneously, have to use different plugins, such as Pan

Knob and gWave. And this is another step for you to repeat, and In addition, Pan Knob
doesnt do a great job at simulate low and high-end EQ in the workflow that you would use

for moving the bass and treble. Like gWave, Pan Knob is best used to simulate room
sound. Pan Knob is one of the most popular plugins of DAE, so it is more likely to receive
the attention of developers, so it will be available soon. I hope Pan Knob developers could
release more updates in the future for Pan Knob to improve its usability. Finally, Pan Knob

is very simple in usability. You can control the panning speed using the track or
automation automation, and you can easily to quickly record the panning effect into your
loop. In addition, Panning Knob will fit great in your workflow. I will say Pan Knob doesnt

offer all the tools that you need to achieve a gWave. If you are looking for a powerful
application with a lot of features, Pan Knob is not the right choice for you. But if you are

trying to solve a few problems, such as building a drum machine, recording drum sounds,
or panning one track, Pan Knob is one of the best choices available. Pan Knob offers all

the functions to solve your issues smoothly.
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